
SPIN DOCTOR SPINNERBAITS

JIG SPINNERS

TWIN JIG SPINNERS

MULTI COLOUR 8X BRAID

For the TRIBE fishing is a way of life and a source of food, so they 
need to catch to survive. Based on this need to catch TRIBE Spin 
Doctors feature a quality silicone skirt, hand-painted finish, 3D eyes 
and chemically sharpened black nickel hook. These spinnerbaits are 
affordable for the whole TRIBE, so tie one on and get hunting!

TRIBE Jig Spinners offer excellent value for money, with 5 per pack (Size 1&2) 
and 4 per pack (Size 3) and they feature sturdy stainless steel wires and gold 
coloured brass blades. The Olympic blade offers plenty of flash and vibration 
to draw fish to your lure and trigger aggressive strikes. Not just for use with 
soft plastics, Jig Spinners can be used to put a spin on many other lure profiles, 
including blades, vibes and hard bodies. Olympic Blades are a combination of 
a Willow and Colorado blade, offering the benefits of both and creating an 
all-round blade with a fast, hard and tight beat.

Twice the vibration, twice the flash, twice the fun! TRIBE Twin 
Jig Spinners feature a folding stainless steel wire frame for easy 
storage, simply sliding open ready to be attached to your jighead, 
blade, vibe or other lure. Twin Olympic gold coloured brass 

blades send out plenty of vibration, noise and flash, designed 
to draw fish to the lure and trigger aggressive strikes, while 
the wire frame increases the snag resistance of your 

soft plastic presentation. Double up!

Colour 1/4oz 3/8oz
Fire Tiger Flame 4504 4514
Glimmer Flame 4500 4510
Gold Flame 4502 4512
Olive Flame 4503 4513
Purple Flame 4501 4511
Red Black Flame 4505 4515

Size (Quant) Code
Size 1 (5) 4520
Size 2 (5) 4521
Size 3 (4) 4522

Size (Quant) Code
Size 2 (2) 4525
Size 3 (2) 4526

Class Code
20lb 4550
30lb 4551
50lb 4552
65lb 4553
80lb 4554

GLIMMER FLAME

OLIVE FLAME

FIRE TIGER FLAME

PURPLE FLAMEGOLD FLAME

TRIBE FISHING PRODUCT RANGE

IT’S TIME TO GET OUT OF THE HOUSE AND TAKE THE TRIBE FISHING.
These great value products are affordable for the whole family, built from quality components 
and designed to catch. Kicking off with the Spin Doctor spinnerbaits and their signature ‘UV 
flame scale’ silicone skirts, keep an eye out as we add new products to the range that have been 
tested and proven through our comprehensive R & D process. Join the TRIBE!

RED BLACK FLAME

Offer added value for your customers, by spooling their 
reels with this quality multi-colour braid. Available 
in 3000 metre spools in a popular selection of line 
classes, this 8-carrier braid has a colour change every 
10 metres, making it easy for anglers to keep track of 
how much line they have out.

UV FLAME UV FLAME 
SCALE SKIRTSCALE SKIRT
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